INTRODUCTION
Even before the arrival of Carlsson's celebrated paper [C] , the Segal conjecture for finite groups was known to imply the complete calculation of the stable maps between classifying spaces of finite groups [AGM] , [LMM] .
More recently, Snaith [S2] got interested in the stable maps between classifying spaces of compact Lie groups, while studying his "Explicit Brauer Induction"problem (see [S2] , which is a nice reference on this topic). Snaith's research led to the further generalization of the Segal conjecture by [MSZ] :
Theorem A [MSZ] . Let F and J be finite groups and let K be a compact Lie For the notation of the equivariant bundle, see the beginning of §2. When F = {e}, this result gives the complete calculation of the stable maps from the classifying space of a finite group to the classifying space of a compact Lie group.
But, as soon as we allow the source to be the classifying space of a general compact Lie group, the situation becomes quite complicated: In the Segal conjecture situation, it has been known that the augmentation ideal does not work [Ml] in general. The best positive answer was supplied by M. Feshbach [F2] : Theorem B (Feshbach's density theorem [F2] , [B] ). Let G be a compact Lie group. Suppose T is a maximal torus of dimension n and let W = NqG/T.
Then the map a:A(G)^n*(BG+)
has a dense image with respect to the skeletal filtration of the target at all odd prime p (i.e. when p-adically completed). Let p : W -> Gl(n, Z) be a representation which gives rise to the action of W on T « R"/Z". Then the Segal conjecture holds at 2 if p does not originate at a generalized quaternion group of order 2" , n > 4. In particular the conjecture holds if n < 8 or if no subquotient of W is isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 16.
Meanwhile, the surprising paper of S. Bauer [B] found a counterexample to the 2-primary density conjecture (we were told that a preprint version of [F2] suggested a more complicated possible counterexample). Therefore, Feshbach's assumption in Theorem B turned out to be quite essential. Now the purpose of this paper is to "relativise" torn Dieck's Burnside ring of compact Lie groups and apply it to the study of the stable maps between the classifying spaces of general compact Lie groups:
Let G > N be a compact Lie group and its normal subgroup. Then
A(G>N)
is defined to be an appropriate set of the equivalence classes of compact G-ENR's with free TV-action, in such a way that (1) A(G > {e}) = A(G), torn Dieck's Burnside ring of compact Lie group G [D] .
(2) In the "producf'case, i.e. G = LxK, N = K, then A(LxK>K) is also denoted by A (L, K) . This is because, when F is finite, A(F x K> K) turns out to be the Grothendieck A(F)-moc\ule of principal (F, K)-bundles over finite F-sets, which was denoted by A(F, K) in [MSZ] .
y/:A(G»N)~n0G/N(S°;B(N,G)+), where B (N, G) is the classifying space of principal (N, C7)-bundle (see §2 for the definition). We have a couple of applications of the relative Burnside modules to the study of the stable maps between classifying spaces of compact Lie groups. The first is the compatibility of the pairings:
This result immediately gives a conceptual proof of Feshbach's double coset formula [FI] and explains the mysterious similarity between Feshbach's double coset formula and the product formula of torn Dieck's Burnside ring of compact Lie groups. Our second application concerns the density problem of the stable maps between the (nonequivariant) classifying spaces of compact Lie groups. In this case, as the skeletal filtration does not give a compact topology in general, the right question to ask is: When L and (1) p is odd.
(2) p -2 and p : U -► Gl(n, Z), given by the Weyl group action on the maximal torus, does not originate at a generalized quaternion group of order 2" , n > 4. More generally, if all the irreducible QW-summands in the W-action on T* <g> Q remain irreducible after the 2-adic completion for any 2-subgroup IT c W. In particular, this condition is satisfied, if' n < 8 or if no subquotient of W is isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 16. Here U is the 2-Sylow subgroup of the Weyl group of L and T is a maximal torus of L.
Of course, this result can be thought of as a pushout of the aforementioned two theorems of [MSZ] and [F2] . In fact, our proof uses [MSZ] and generalizes the basic idea of [B] (which simplified Feshbach's proof [F2] ). But, it should be pointed out that the full generality of the relative Burnside module, i.e. that of non "product"case, was needed to prove Theorem 3.10, which is a "product"case result. Now, as is shown in the Appendix, Carlsson's affirmative solution of the Segal conjecture [C] and its various generalizations [N] , [F2] , [MSZ] reduce the density problem of A(P, K) -> {BP+ , BK+} to a problem, which involves only relative Burnside modules of p-toral (i.e. an extension of a torus by a finite p-gxoxap) groups:
Reduction. Let P and K be maximal p-tori of compact Lie groups L and H, respectively. Then the map a;:A(L,H)Z^{BL+,BH+}; has a dense image with respect to the skeletal filtration of the target, if
has a dense image, where finite p-subgroups Fn 's of P form the following commutative diagram:
Here n : P -► II is the projection to the finite group of connected components (as P is p-toral II should be a finite p-group), the left-upper map (Z/p°°)r -» T is the inclusion of the subset consisting of all p-power order elements, and any two such Foe 's are conjugate to each other in P.
This paper is organized as follows: In §1, we define A(Gt>N) and various functors between the relative Burnside modules.
In §2, we begin with the isomorphism y/:A(L,K)~n°L(S°;BLK+), and then we define a : A(F x J, K)fo.Fxj) -{BFJ+ , BFK+}F for general compact Lie groups. Then we state and prove Theorem 2.3, the "universal double coset formula." In §3, we prove our main theorem by verifying the condition in the aforementioned Reduction. Our proof strongly depends upon our study of the general (not necessarily "product") relative Burnside modules and greatly influenced by Bauer's [B] simplified proof of Feshbach's density theorem [F2] .
In Appendix, we prove Reduction. Here we also show how the profinite density problem (which was stated just before Theorem 3.9. in this introduction) is reduced to the p-primary situations.
For more on the related and background material, we refer our survey paper [LM2] .
The author would like to express his gratitude to Ralph Cohen for his suggestion to write the survey paper [LM2] , which motivated the author to write this up. He also thanks Bill Richter for his generous TeX-nical assistance. He also appreciates Haynes Miller and Stewart Priddy for urging the author to write this paper up. Peter May sent the author lots of preprints which were helpful during the preparation of this paper. The author thanks the referee and Mark Feshbach for carefully reading the preliminary version of this paper and giving him many invaluable suggestions. Finally, the author expresses his gratitude to Masahiro Sugawara for his encouragement.
Notation. Given a map / : X -> Y, its image is denoted by either one of lmX = f(X) = {f(x)\x£X}.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use G>N and N<G means N is a normal subgroup of G, and NGK = {g£G\g-xKg = K}, CGK = { g £ G | gk = kg for any k £ K }, as usual.
When X is a G-space, then for any x £ X and a subgroup H Q G, Gx = {g\g • x = x}, X" = {x\Gx = H}, X(H) = {x\Gx is conjugate to H in G} , X" = {x\h • x = x for any h £ H}.
Furthermore, {A,B}G = n% (A,B) stands for the (abelian) group of G stable homotopy classes from a G-spectrum A to a G-spectrum B.
A(G>N) AND ITS PROPERTIES
Let G be a compact Lie group and let TV be a normal closed subgroup of G. Then we define A(G>N) to be the set of equivalence classes of compact G-ENR (for general properties of G-ENR, see [J] , [Dol] , [D2] ) with a free ./V-action under the equivalence relation X ~ Y <=*■ x(XS/NNS) = x(Ys/NNS) for any S c G,
where N^S = NGS n N acts freely on Xs and Ys (recall N acts freely on both X and Y ) so that the following diagrams commute: NNS x Xs -y Xs NNS x Ys --► Ys
Note that A(G> {e}) = A(G), torn Dieck's Burnside ring of compact Lie group G [D] . We define C^(G> N) to be the set of the conjugacy (by elements of G) classes of closed subgroups (H) such that NG(HN)/HN S NG/N(HN/N) is finite and H D N = {e} . In the "producf'case, i.e. when G -L x K and N -K, we write A(L, K) = A(G > N). Now given H C L a closed subgroup and <j>: H -► K a homomorphism, we put ( (L, K) , the set of the conjugacy (by elements of L x K) classes of those (H, <p) such that (NLH)/H is finite. We will get a complete description of A(G> N) (Theorem 1.2). For this purpose we provide an elementary lemma which enables us to deal with Euler characteristic of fixed-point sets and quotient spaces. Here and after, F -Ê -y B is said to be a G-fiber bundle, if it is a locally G-trivial (i.e. locally a product as G-spaces) fiber bundle such that both i and p axe G-equivariant. Lemma 1.1.
(i) Let F -y E -* B is a G-fiber bundle such that a closed normal subgroup N<G acts trivially on B, then FN -> EN -> B is a G/N-fiber bundle. (ii) Let F -> E -> B is a G-fiber bundle such that G acts trivially on B, then F/G -» E/G -» B is a fiber bundle.
Proof. Both can be checked easily using the local triviality. □ Theorem 1.2. A(G>N) is a free abelian group with basis [G/H] for each (H) £ Cf(G>N). For any compact G-manifolds X with free N-action,
where (H) runs over C^(G>N). Proof. (See 5.4.4 of [D] .) The addition is given by the disjoint union, and the inverse is given by
where K is a compact G-ENR with trivial action such that x(K) = -1. (Note that X x K is a free N space since X is so. support. Now recall the fiber bundle:
We apply Lemma 1.1 in two ways: firstly Lemma 1.1 (i) for S < NGS c G to the above bundle; secondly Lemma 1.1 (ii) for NNS C NGS to the bundle obtained by the first step. Then, we have the following fiber bundle:
From this, we get
Thus, in A(G>N) For (a), it is sufficient to show x ((G/H)s/NnS) = 0 for any closed subgroup S c G. For this purpose, we study isotropy subgroups of (G/H)s/NffS, regarded as a compact NGH-ENR under the usual action:
If n £ NGH is contained in the isotropy group at NNSgH, we get
Since n £ NGH, this implies that the isotropy group at NNSgH is (g-xNNSg)(H)nNGH. Then, by taking (H1) to be maximal among those such that a^H) ^ 0, we get
However, this is a contradiction, since the last term is nonzero since a^1) ¥" 0 and the above remark. This is a contradiction. □ Of course, we have to show the well-definedness of these transformations.
(1) Well-definedness of Resfj. This is trivial from our definition. □ (2) Well-definedness of n*. For this, we use Theorem 1.2: We show for any (H) £ Cf(G>N2) and a compact G/N{-ENR with a free N2Ni/Ni action X, when regarded as a compact G-ENR, x(X(H)/G) is completely determined by [X] £ A(G/N\ > N2N\/N\). But this is trivial, because any isotropy subgroup H at an arbitrary point in X contains N\ and X(H)/G -X(H/Nl)/(G/Ni) whenever the left side is nonempty. □ (3) Well-definedness of /N2 . Just as in the proof of the well-definedness of (2), this follows from Theorem 1.2 and an observation that
where X is a compact G-ENR with a free N -action (so the right-hand side is a finite disjoint union). □
To show the well-definedness of Ind^, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 1.5. Let G be a compact Lie group and let H and K be its closed subgroups. Then there is an isomorphism of finite sets: (4) Well-definedness of Ind^. Let X be a compact //-ENR with a free H n N action. Then it is easy to see that
whenever the left side is nonempty, where i: C(H) -y C(G) is the map between the sets of conjugacy classes induced by the inclusion H C G. From this, we first observe that G xH X restricts to a free N action if X has a free H n N action (since it would imply only those K' such that {e} = K'nHnN = K'nN show up). Next, we use this to show that Xc ((G xH X),K, /Gj , with (K) £ Cf(G>N), is completely determined by [X] e A(H>HnN); this would prove the well-definedness by Theorem 1.2. But, notice that
where (#') e C'(H>HnN) because (A") 6 C'(G>N) and NH(K'H)/K'NQ NG(K'H)/K'N g NG(KN)/KN, and we used Lemma 1.5 to guarantee that the sum is a finite sum (or, we could have used the fact that G xh X is a compact G-ENR when X is a compact //-ENR). Those Xc (-^(a:')/^0 w*m (K') £ Cf(H > H r\ N) can be read off from the basis expression of [X] £ A(H > H n N)). This proves the well-definedness. □ (5) Well-definedness of F. From the assumption on N, we have a short exact sequence 1 -NNnN2S -tfjvS -a (AVS) -1 for any closed subgroup S c G. Then, as AT acts freely on A^ x X2 for a compact G/-ENR Xt with a free Ar, action (/ = 1, 2), we get a fiber bundle X?{S)/NNnNlS -X*{S) x Xf {S)/NNS -Xf'(5)//7, (AfrS).
which exhibits the well-definedness of f by the definition of the relative Burnside module. □ (6) Well-definedness of %. Let AF c F x F and AAT2 c K2 x K2 be the diagonal subgroups. Then the claim follows from an observation that f actorize as
;^2 /4(AF x A!, A3) = A(F x Ki , K3). □
To conclude this section, we record two multiplicative properties of the relative Burnside modules, both of which generalize the multiplicative structure of torn Dieck's Burnside ring. 
where Y is a compact G/N-ENR and X is a compact G-ENR with a free N-action.
(2) When A is abelian, A(L,A) becomes an A(L)-algebra, with respect to the product 9°: Let E(N, G) be a universal N-fxee G space; the G-homotopy type of E(N, G) is characterized by the requirement that (E(N, G))H be contractible if HC\ N = {e} and empty otherwise. We then put B(N, G) = (E(N, G))/N, which is a classifying space of principal (N, G)-bundle (which is defined to be the projection of a AMree G-space to its A^-orbits). In the "product"case, i.e. when G = Lx K and N = K, we write ELK = E(N, G) and BLK = B (N, G) . We warn the reader that this notation is different from the more standard notation of the so-called (F, G)-bundle, i.e. F-equivariant G-principal bundle [D2] . This corresponds to the product case in our setting, and B(T, G) -BpG, where B(T, G) is the notation used in [D2] and not the one used here.
When A is abelian, BLA becomes of Hopf-L space with respect to the
where the product map m : A x A -y A is a homomorphism because A is abelian (see [LMSe] ).
For a given compact G-manifold X with a free A-action, we have a G/Nfiber bundle X/N -> point, from which we get the transfer stable G/N-map S° -+ X/N+.
On the other hand, the principal (N, G)-bundle X -> X/AT is classified by a G/N-map X/N^B (N, G) .
Composing these, we get the stable G/N-map S°-+B(N,G)+.
We call this y/(X). We could construct 4>(X) for a general compact G-ENR with a free Abaction X, as was shown in [D2] , [Do2] , [Do3] . for the "product"case. Furthermore, when K is abelian, this is an isomorphism of A(L)-algebras, where the multiplicative structure of the target is induced from the Hopf-L structure of BLK.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.2, Theorem 1.6, V.9.3 of [LMS] , and Theorem 10 of [LMM] . □ Now we work with the "product"case and let L = F xj, where F is a finite group. For a given compact (F x J)x A-manifold X with a free A-action, we can define another kind of a stable map. From the F-fiber bundle Proof. This follows from the definitions of tp and a, Proposition 2.1, and the definition of the transfer stable F-map [LMS, IV §3] which used the change of universe [LMS,II] argument. □
This was originally stated in [MSZ] with respect to their definition of A(F xj, K), i.e. the Grothendieck A(F x /)-module of principal (F xj, K)-bundle over finite (F x 7)-sets. But Theorem 1.2 shows their definition is the same as ours and our definition of a is now shown to generalize that of [MSZ] . In particular, Theorem A in §0, the main result of [MSZ] , is equally valid with respect to our definitions of A(F x J, K) and a. Theorem 2.3. The paring W is compatible with the composition of classifying spaces, i.e. we have the following commutative diagram:
Proof. This compatibility of W with the composition follows from the following F x A]-diagram (with the pullback square):
Suppose H and A are closed subgroups of G; let £(H, G) : BFH+ -> BFG+ be the F-map induced by the inclusion H -> G, and x(K, G) : BFG+ -* BFA+ be the stable F-transfer induced by the inclusion A -> G. Then Theorem 2.3 conceptually recovers Feshbach's double coset formula (whose equivariant generalization is due to [LMS] ), which expresses the composite
Corollary 2.4 ( [FI] , [LMS] ).
w/ieTe ?/*£• sum corresponds to the following decomposition:
where G is regarded as a compact H x K-ENR with a free K-action, by its left H right free K-action.
Proof. It is clear that £(H, G) = a([G])
, where this G is considered as a compact F x H x G-ENR with a free G-action, by the trivial F-action, the standard left multiplication //-action, and the standard right multiplication free G-action. Similarly,
, where this G is considered as a compact F x G x A-ENR with a free A-action, by the trivial F-action, the standard left multiplication G-action, and the standard right multiplication free A-action. Then, from Theorem 2. 3 with K\ -H, K2 = G, A3 = A, the composition x(K, G)£,(H, G) is given by a([GxGG]) , where G xG G is regarded as a compact H x K ENR with a free A-action, by the aforementioned left H right G action on the left factor G and the left G right A action on the right factor G. But, this is obviously the same as G with the standard left H right A action, as a compact Hx K ENR with a free A-action. Therefore, by
[(Hnxt ,ef-i))
On the other hand, a ([(H x K)/(H C\Kg, cg-i)]) is easily seen to correspond to the composite of the stable F-maps: BFH+ -+ BF(HnKg)+ -> BFK+ , where the first map is the stable F-transfer x(H, HnKg) and the second map is induced by cg-\ : H n Kg -y A. Of course, this completes the proof. □
The density of q : A(L, H) -» {BL+, BH+}
In this section, we prove our main theorem. As was explained in the introduction (see Reduction), we only have to show the density of the map between the relative Burnside modules:
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We prove this by "relativising" S. Bauer's approach to Feshbach's density theorem as follows:
(1) Construct a subgroup Af(Foo, A) of lim A(F" , A) generated by elemnts [(Fx, x Step (I): The definitions of [(F^ x *)/(//«,, 4>)] and A^F^, K). Let F" be a p-group for each n, and F*, = U"F" as before. Here we do not necessarily assume that Fx, is a dense subgroup of a /Moral subgroup, but we assume that there is a surjective homomorphism nFoo : Fx> -> n, where n is a finite p-gxoup such that YjzxtiFoo is abelian. We further assume A is /Moral and let %k '• A -»• S be the canonical quotient homomorphism by the normal z's well-defined.
(2) Suppose Fx) is <z fife/we subgroup of a p-toral P such that nFoo : F^ -> n is the restriction of the canonical quotient (by the maximal torus) map np : P -► n. Suppose further that there is a closed subgroup H of P and a continuous homomorphism tp : H -> A, such that H n F^ = //oo is dense in H and tp\u -(j>. Then Of course, such a sum is a natural number.
(2) As F is a finite p-group, we may assume that S is also a finite p-group without any loss of generality. We first prove that the natural map (T00/F)s/Nr00S-+(r/F)s/NrS is an isomorphism. Applying Lemma 1.5 repeatedly, we see it is enough to prove that (r/Too)5 /N^S consists of a single element. For this, let T be the maximal torus of the p-toral T and T^ = FnT^. Then the Key Lemma says that (r/Toof^F/Foo)5, where the S-action on (T/T^) is the conjugate action. This right-hand side shows up in the cohomology long exact sequence:
where 3 is the connecting homomorphism. However, 8 is a null homomorphism, because (T/Too)s is a Z[^]-module and HX(S, T^) is |5|-torsion (recall that S is a finite p-group). Therefore, we find that Ts -* (T/Toof is an epimorphism. But, this fact and the Key Lemma (and its proof) implies that (r/Foo)5 consists of a single CpS orbit. As CFS c NrS, this proves that (T/Too)3/NrS consists of a single element.
The preceding argument implies that, using y, e T^ (i = 1, 2, ... , k) in (1) again, we can also write (T/F)s/NnS = JJ (NrS/NnS)/(N"S(Fy.~,nNrS)/NnS). = x ((NrS/NnS) I {NuS(F^ n NrS)/Nns)) , where the limit is taken with respect to the p-adic topology. Now, to prove this, it suffices to show that NrS is a p-toral (then, it easily follows that (NrooS/NnS) j (NnS(F^ n NrooS)/N"s)
C (NrS/NnS) I (NnS(F^' n NrS)/Nns)
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To prove NrS is a p-toral, we only have to show that N^ST^S/S = (ST/S)S is a p-toral. Now the Key Lemma says this is nothing but (T/S n F) , where the 5" action on (T/S n F) is a conjugate one. But such a conjugate invariant of a torus (T/S n F) = Tn, say, by a finite p-group 5 is is easily seen to be a p-toral. In fact, from the covering homotopy property, there is a short exact sequence of 5 modules 0 -> Z" -> Rn -> T" -> 0. Then, from the associated cohomology long exact sequence, we get the following exact sequence:
where HX(S, Z") is an abelian p-group, by the transfer argument, and (R")5/(Z")5 is a torus. Of course, we could have used the Tate cohomology to avoid using the covering homotopy property. □ Proof of Proposition 3.1(1). To show the well-definedness of [(Fx> x A)/(//oo , </>)] we prepare the following: Let Goo be the subgroup of Foo x A, generated by (//oo, <j>) and Ker 7^ x Ker^. Let Aoc = #oo n Ker nFo0 n 4>~' (Ker jt*) , then A'oo < //oo with a finite p-group quotient //oo/A^oo """J"* ' ^ (//oo) X M#oo) g n X S.
It should be noted that (Hx , 0) = (H^ , (/>)/(Ar0C, </> \N ) = //oo/A'oo is a finite p-group, rather than infinite, and is a normal subgroup of Goo that intersects trivially with A.
Then consider the following system of groups and group homomorphisms:
G" = Goo n (F" x A), Nn = Nocr\Fn, Gn = Gn/(Nn,<t>\Nn), K' -A n Goo , pn : G" -> Gn , the canonical projection, K7 = p00(K')QG00.
Since Ker nK -A n Ker 7Ca: C A n G" c A and A/Ker ^a: = S_is finite, A' = A n G" for any sufficiently large n. For such n, G" contains A' (Si A') as a matter of course. With these data, Definition 1.4 enables us to define p;:A(Gnt>K7)^A(Gn>K'),
Ind^** : A(Gn > A') -+ A(Fn x A > A).
In fact, these form maps between systems of the relative Burnside modules:
Indf"+lXJf A(Gn+l>K') -*±U ^(G"+1>A') g"+1 ■ ^(F"+1xA>A)
Here the commutativities of the left side squares are trivial to see. But, to guarantee the commutativities of the right side squares, we needed n to be sufficiently large so that (F"+1 x K)/Gn+l = (F" x K)/G". The reason why (F" x K)/Gn stabilizes can be seen from the diagram:
-Foo x A/ Ker nFoo x Ker uk -UxE, a finite group More precisely, (F" x K)/G" is non-decreasing and its limit Fx x A/Goo is finite, and so it should stabilize after sufficiently large n. Now the point is where the limit is taken in the p-adic completion A(Gn > A n G")A (but, still y" e y4(G">A n G"). The payoff of considering such a system of non-"product"
relative Burnside modules is that (//oo ,0) is a finite p-group; then the claim is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2(1) and Remark 1.3.
Proof of Proposition 3.1(2). The idea of the proof is quite similar to that of (1): Let G be the subgroup of P x K, generated by (//, tp) and Kexnp x KexTiK-Let N = H n Kexnp n ^-1(Ker7Tje), then N<H with a finite pgroup quotient H/N *f *** , np(H) x nK(H) ^11x5. It should be noted that (H, tp) = (H, tp)/(N, tp \N) Si H/N is a finite p-group, rather than infinite, and is a normal subgroup of G that intersects trivially with A. Furthermore, (//, tp) Si (//oo, 4>) as //oo is dense in //. We can also form G = G/ (N, tp \N) and we put p : G -> G to be the canonical quotient map. Notice also that A n G = A' and (P x A)/G £ (F" x K)/Gn for sufficiently large n. Both of these follow from the facts that //» is dense in G (as H^, is dense in //) and that n x S = Fxj x K/K.exnFoo x Kexn/c is finite (see the proof of (1)).
For such n , just as in (1), we have the following commutative diagram:
which leads to maps of inverse systems:
In this diagram, it is easy to see that As a first step, we consider the problem: Given to £ T" s.t. nFoo(Fr\Hn° ) = n, determine all of those t £ T" s.t.
for some / € (F n F) and k £ K. Expressing these isotropy subgroups explicitly, this equality is nothing but the commutativity of the following diagram.
As CfCf c,-
Of course, the problem here is that cf> is defined only on //" , not on the whole Tn = Fn n F where /q-1?/ belongs. (Otherwise, just put k = ^(t^tf).)
Now, we wish to study the both sides of the last equality more closely:
(i) The map xy-xp ((r0~" V)"' (* (V'/)))
We begin by claiming that the map F'°n//" ^H"nT,
factors through as F'° n //" ^F'° n Hn/F'o n //" n F 2 n -+//" n F,
This is simply because both F'° n H" n F and f^1?/ are contained in the abelian group F". Now, notice that this map from n to H" f*l F is a cocycle in the sense of Galois cohomology (cf. [S] ). Then the obvious question here is where does t^xtf belong in order that the left side part of the diagram (*) to be well-defined. The answer is t$xtf £ NT"(H"). This is because t^tf £ CTn(Hn) (for F is abelian), ct-\tf : F<° n //" -^ F' n Hn (see (*)), and nFoo(F"> n //") = afoo(F' n //") = 7rfoo(//"). Conversely, if t~xtf £ NTn(H"), then we can recover the isomorphism c,-\,( : F'° n H" -^+ F' n Hn, since '0 " critf(H") = Hn and ct-itf(F'°) = ct-ift(F'a) = F'. Therefore, the necessarily and sufficient condition for the left side part of the diagram (*) to be welldefined is tQXtf £ NTn(Hn), as we claimed. Using the terminology of the Galois cohomology (cf. [S] ), these data indicate that the map n st f'° n //"/F'o n H" n t -» H" n T -» <f>(Hn n T) Q A x(F'onHnnF) -(fo-'r/)"1 (* (*0~ V)) -0 (fa1'/)"1 (x ('o1'/)))
is a cocycle and its cohomologous class is nothing but the image of tQXtf £ NTn(Hn) under the composite NTn(Hn) -» (F"/7/" n F")n -i HX(U, Hn n F") ^ Hx(Yl, <f>(Hn n F")),
where the first map is the obvious one (recall nFx(Hn) = TI), <5 is the connecting homomorphism, and 0* is induced by </> which is n-equivariant as </> is defined on the whole //" (again, recall nFaa(Hn) = 11).
(ii) The map x ^ k~x (^x)k) Notice that this map has a form of a coboundary in the sense of the nonabelian Galois cohomology (see [S] ). But the obvious question here is where does k belong so that the diagram (*) commutes. We claim the answer is k £ Ck(<I>(F n //" n F)). Actually, this immediately follows from the fact that the left side part composite map in (*): x h-» tf> I (t^tf) (x (t0~xtfj) J factors through lis F'° n//"/F'° nHn n T, as was discussed in the previous paragraph (here we used F'° n Hn n F = F n //" n F).
Having studied these maps in (i) and (ii) using the Galois cohomology, we denote the kernel of the composite NTn(H") -(T"/Hn n Tnf ±H\n,Hnn T"j Hx(n,<t>(Hnr\T"))^Hx(n,<j>(cK(FnH"nTn))) by W. We warn the reader that W might not be a group, as //'(n,c^(0(Fn//"nF")))
is merely a set, the nonabelian Galois cohomology (notice that
is not necessarily abelian). But we do emphasize that it does not depend upon to (this is actually the key to our proof). Then combining those analyses of the two composites in the diagram (*) discussed in (i) and (ii), we see (*) commutes iff. t^xtf £ W. In other words,
(F x K)(toXe)(Hny(j>) and (F x K)(txe)(HnA) are conjugate in (F n T) x K <=>• t^tf £W <=> t£ t0W(F n F).
Of course, this is nothing but Sublemma 1. Now we are ready to prove a preliminary result toward Lemma 3.3:
where 4>x = 4> \H , %? is the set of the representatives (H, </>) of the F x K conjugacy classes of this form of subgroups in F x K satisfying nFoo(H) = U, and S? is a subset in %f.
We begin by recalling that elements of the form (t x e)(Hn, 4>) form the set of representatives of A-orbits of such elements in (F" x A) / (H", <p) (see the beginning of this proof). Therefore, when (F" x K)/(Hn , <f>) is regarded as a compact F x A-ENR, the subset consisting of those points, whose isotropy subgroups are conjugate to ( F n Hn° , 4> ■ ck j such that nFrx (FnHn° ) = U, is given by
as an F x A-space.
To apply Theorem 1.2, we notice that, for any t £ to W (F n F) ,
Using this, we get
Notice that this is a finite set, as F" is a finite group. So, let us denote the order of this finite set by m. At this stage, it is not clear that m is a p-power, as W is not necessarily a subgroup (whereas (F n F) //" is a subgroup) of a p-group F". But m is clearly independent of any particular choice of to, and Theorem
implies Sublemma 2.
Finally, we can complete the proof of Lemma 3.3 by showing Sublemma 3. In Sublemma 2, m is a p-power: m -pl, for some nonnegative integer I.
We first remark that Sublemma 3 holds for the case of the nonrelative situation, i.e. when A = {e}. This is because, in this case, W = Np»(Hn) and m = I NTn(Hn) (F n F) //"/ (F n F) Hn\ , License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use which is of p-power order as Npn (Hn) (F n T) Hn is a subgroup of the p-group F".
The reduction of the general relative case to this nonrelative case is given by the following commutative diagram:
where the vertical maps are given by
(recall that the well-definedness of p was given in Theorem 2.3). i=l where e^.^^ £ S^ for 1 _ / _ j, I' is a nonnegative integer (resp. positive integer), and j: _ 2 (resp. j = 1). Then (/, Sf) is said to be decomposable.
Otherwise, it is said to be indecomposable, and the set of indecomposable types is denoted by ST. Of course, S is actually generated by those £(/,.£») such that (l,Sf)£5^.
We are now going to prove the following main result of
Step ( Here (Hm, (j>m) is of the type (/, Sf) in F, and in the second summation, which might not show up, every term (H'm, <t>lm) (2 _ i _ /) is of type 0. In particular, this shows each C" (n ^ N) is a nonempty (finite) set. Thus, as {G"}">at is seen to be an inverse system of nonempty finite sets, lim C" ^ 0. n>N Therefore, after applying appropriate conjugations, we can find a system of type (I, Sf) subgroups {(//", 4>n)}n>N such that Since e^^ is a basis element of S, this completes the proof. □
Step (III): Representation Theory. Subgroups of Fx> are studied by the integral representation theory, through the Pontryagin duality. This was first observed by Feshbach [F2] . We now recall the elementary property of the Pontryagin duality.
(1) For a locally compact Lie group G, the Pontryagin dual G* is defined by G* = HomContinuous(G, S ).
(2) G'* = G. (5) F*, the Pontryagin dual of the torus F with n-action, is a finitely generated zn-module.
(6) Let F£, be the subgroup consisting of elements of p-power order in the torus T with n-action, as usual. Then F£,, the Pontryagin dual of Tx with n-action, is the p-completion of F*. Now the representation theory we need is the following:
Lemma 3.6. (1) Let //, be a finitely generated ZpYl-submodule of T^, such that //*®Qp is isomorphic to the p-completion of a QTl-module. Then for every n there is an automorphism an ofT^, inducing the identity on T^/p" • F<£,, such that a"(H") is the p-completion of a ZU-submodule A? of T*.
(2) Let F be a finite group and let S and T be finitely generated ZF-modules which are free over Z. Then Homzf (S, T) -► HomZAf (S; , TpA) has a dense image.
Proof. (1) was essentially used in [F2] , but was singled out explicitly in [B] . (2) is proved in 2-e of [R] . Of course, the general reference of these results is [CR] . □ This is used in the following: Proof. Let P' = P n njx (nP (Hx)) and F'n = F" n njx (nP (//oo)) for any n.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use These would prove the claim by Proposition 3.1(2) and the following commutative diagram: pi commutes for some automorphism a of Fx>, fixing Fn. This is because H is taken to be the closed subgroup of P', generated by A and a(H"). Now, through the Pontryagin duality, this is equivalent to the commutativity of the following diagram:
where a» is a ZAn'-automorphism of F^, inducing an identity on T^/p" • T^ , To find such a submodule At and an automorphism a*, it suffices to show (//oo n F)» ® Q is the p-completion of a Qn'-module, thanks to Lemma 3.6(1). In this situation we can write F ® Q = 0,-Fj for some irreducible Qn'-modules V 's. But each Vip is still an irreducible Qpn'-module by the assumption. Therefore (//oonF)*®Q, which is a Qn'-submodule of F^®Q = 0( Vip , is isomorphic to a finite combination of the irreducible summands Vip 's. As each Vlp is the p-completion of F,, this immediately implies that (//oo n F)" ® Q is the p-completion of a Qn'-submodule, as desired. For (ii), we first notice that the above H and a(Hoo) axe a p-toral and its dense locally p-subgroup. Therefore, we may apply the following Lemma 3. To prove the injectivity, it suffices to show any two p-subgroups of Goo, which are conjugate in Q (then automatically they are conjugate in F), are conjugate in Goo-For this, let us suppose S is a p-group such that both S and (1) p is odd.
(2) p = 2 and p : n -> Gl(n, Z), given by the action of a 2-Sylow subgroup n of the Weyl group on the maximal torus, does not originate at a generalized quaternion group of order 2", n > 4. Or if all the irreducible QYl'-summands in the TV-action on T* ® Q remain irreducible after the 2-adic completion for any 2-subgroup W c W. In particular, this condition holds if n < 8 or if no subquotient ofW is isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 16. Here W is the 2-Sylow subgroup of the Weyl group of L and T is a maximal torus of L. Proof. As was noted in the introduction, the problem is reduced to the density problem of the map (5P) <=> (Ap) For any spectrum F, we follow [Bo] to define its p-adic completion Ep to be the function spectrum F{JrxM(Z/p°°), E), where M(A) is the Moore spectrum of an abelian group A s.t. n0(M(A)) = A, 7ij(M(A)) = 0 if i ^ 0. Suppose 7r,F is finitely generated for any i, then nt(Ep) = (n*E)p (Proposition 2.5 [Bo] ). Notice that the p-adic topology of the right-hand side is induced from the filtration associated with the expression holimm ~L~xM(Z/pm) = X-1M(Z/p°°) of the left-hand side.
Consider a spectrum X = holim" X" with each Xn a finite spectrum. We equip (Ep)q(X) with the induced topology with respect to the canonical isomorphism (E£)q(X) = lim (E£)q(Xn). Thus, using Proposition 2.5 [Bo] again, we v <-n v have a topological isomorphism (Ep)q(X) = lim Eq(Xn)/px. In particular, for X = BP and X" = PP(n), we have (E£)q(BP) = lim Eq(BP("Xn But, as the canonical map BF^ Si holim" 5F"(n) -> holim" BPW = BP induces an isomorphism of mod-p homology, we have the following sequence of topological isomorphisms:
(E£)q(BP) = (E^)q(BFoc) = lim(E^)q(BFJln)) n = lim(E£)q(BFln)) = limlim(E£)q (BFfn)) i,n in = limlim Eq(BF^n)) = limEq(BFi), ; n j"
